
Intro
A whitepaper, by definition, is an official document published by a 

government or an international organization, which serves as a report or 

guide on a problem and how to deal with it. Looking at the necessity for 

technological evolution throughout the human history, the blockchain 

technology is revolutionizing an entire market with an inevitable growth and 

unprecedented transformative power, bringing with it several characteristics 

that make it impossible to stop.

The Company

EQUALS9 ENTERPRISES & PARTNERSHIPS is a holding corporation in Brazil, 

focus on managing and controlling the capital of a group of companies,  

;  

. And 

bridging an ecosystem integrating regular business with blockchain.

(i)

Managing traditional and non-financial companies  (ii) Incubating projects 

that make use of a decentralized protocol, deploying platforms in a virtual 

environment that use the blockchain technology, known as Dapps

Utility Token EQ9

It is a utility token issued by  to access 

products and services developed by equals9 and its partners, using a 

decentralized blockchain protocol. EQ9 first real use case is set to allow 

players of e-sports to take part in tournaments created at equalssport.com 

and also in a unique interaction between player and fans (called stakers), by 

holding EQ9, fans and followers can earn when they favorite player wins. All 

current platforms and future ones, will use EQ9 token as mean of entry and 

payments. The company's bylaws provide guarantee clauses regarding the 

resources resulted from the sales of EQ9 token, so that it is never treated or 

considered as profits or dividends and, will never be distributed as dividends 

among its shareholders.



Using EQ9 is solving problems in our own ecosystem and partners, allowing 

entries and services use, to be borderless and reward programs to be 

transparent and auditable, , creating value 

and expansion.



Equals9 Enterprises & Partnerships

EQ9 means freedom to our users

See contract in the explorer ↗

Legality And Auditing

As is known to the public, recent advances in the financial and capital 

markets are well-known and widely known facts, nationally and 

internationally, especially regarding the use of new technologies, such as 

Distributed Ledger Technologies - " DLTs” and the blockchain technology 

itself. These technologies, in turn, brought advances that allow new ways to 

record, document, store, validate and implement typical operations in the 

financial market, in a way that they could not go unnoticed when discussing 

issues related to the concept of securities applied to it. Thus, 

, having only the legal nature of managing and 

controlling companies of the same group, and the utility token EQ9 is issued 

by the company, which would not constitute a security, according to 

CVM/400 regulations, the token EQ9 usage is to communicate and record 

transactions happening within the projects incubated by the holding, in a 

decentralized protocol, known as blockchain technology.



We requested from the security commission in Brazil (D.CVM) the waiver of its 

competence in relation to the EQ9 utility token, not only DCVM declared no 

competence over the utility token EQ9, but we also were granted a statement 

in which . Equals9's proactive and prior 

activity when consulting the aforementioned body has raised even more the 

extreme importance in which we deal with the legality issues within our 

projects.

EQUALS9 DOES 

NOT HAVE THE NATURE OF ANY TYPE OF INVESTMENT INSTRUMENT THAT 

OFFER SECURITIES PUBLICLY

EQ9 is classified as non-security

Equalssport Dapp

EqualsSport is the “home of gaming” ↗. It is a company in the e-sports' 

industry, a tournament management system. Players, Fans&Followers 

(Stakers), and Event Organizers (EVO) are the three personas at EqualsSport, 

all major Event Organizers can create tournaments and players from all over 

the world can join thanks to borderless technology nature of blockchain. The 

EQUALSSPORT platform showed the need to innovate in terms of technology, 

taking assertiveness when offering an event and tournament.



Management platform, applying the best performance to the people 

involved and bringing assertiveness in actions and results of each one of 

them. The project aims to unite bases on different technologies to have a 

complete and cohesive database and thus more assertive when crossing 

tournaments with their players, fans, and organizers of E-sport events. The 

goal was to develop a functional platform dapp in order to provide 

organizers of E-sport tournaments, a space so that they can hold their events 

using new automation and registration technologies, allowing players to have 

the opportunity to monitor the evolution of their followers.

Player

The Player is who performs entries in tournaments, 

, he or she can follow the evolution of their position in events, ranking 

and number of followers known as STAKERS.

through the usage of EQ9 

tokens

Staker

The Staker is a , who perform the action of freezing their 

balance of EQ9 tokens to support a player and receive prizes based on the 

player's performance The Smart Contract only uses their frozen EQ9 balance 

as a basis to determine the amount of support to their favorite and 

determine the rewards based on their support, they 

, all automated 

by a smart contract.

PLAYER’S FOLLOWER

CAN UNFREEZE THEIR 

BALANCE IN EQ9 AT ANY TIME WITHOUT ANY CHANGE TO IT

Event Organizer

The event organizer has the mission to organize and manage all the 

tournaments created by them on the platform.

 are already underway, and EqualsSport's mission is to bring their 

events into our platform and automate them via the EQ9 token.

 Partnerships with global event 

organizers

Author's note

I heard many times "We don't need another token", , EqualsSport 

has proven to educate many players about blockchain and how to use 

wallets and what this technology is all about. All possible due to EQ9 

existance and Equals9 being a mother company of many promising business, 

which, will all incorporate EQ9 in their services.



For almost three years we proved them wrong and wrong again,

 and we will keep building …. this is the place where dreams become 

goals.

I think we do!

 we are here 

to stay

We Thank You !

ANDERSON VASCONCELOS SOUTO


CEO – Chief Executive Officer


ALEX ROMÁRIO CARVALHO PINHEIRO


CLO – Chief Legal Officer


GRACIELE NAIANA DE ARAÚJO BATISTA


CFO – Chief Financial Offer


And from the whole team at Equals9 Enterprises & Partnerships and all its 

subsidiaries.

andeson@equals9.com



alexcarvalho@equals9.com




gracielenaiana@equals9.com
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